
Magnum pink and Magnum Wild Salmon hybrid New Guinea
impatiens have been awarded the prestigious RHS award of
garden merit .
The impatiens are from the Dummen groups “Red Fox” range,
distributed exclusively in the UK by Young Plants Limited. 
The trials carried out at RHS Wisley examined the plants

tolerance and performance in a garden border and patio
container. 
Magnum is a single flower head type with an extra large

flower size making a really impressive showy plant in any
situation. They flower early, have a medium vigour and are
easy to grow and care for making them ideal for all gardeners.
Magnum pink is a traditional colour that works well in any

combination or alone, its sister, Wild Salmon is special with its
delicate bi colouring.
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Biomass boilers receive
emission certification 
Since late 2013, all RHI eligible
biomass boilers have had to comply
with emission limits on dust and
NOx. RHI is only paid for boilers that
are certified to meet the RHI
standards and this applies to both
non-domestic and domestic RHI.
ARG Biomass’ range of Graso

biomass boilers from 30 to 999kW
have received the full RHI emission
certificate that allows the boilers to
be used for non-domestic use in
Great Britain. Graso boilers can be
operated using different types of
fuel. The batch-loaded boilers predominantly use straw but, of
course, the area of the country has a bearing on the selection
of the fuel source. Boilers that run on wood chips/pellets or
straw pellets have automatic feeding systems from a hopper
on the side of the boiler.
The RHI certification can also satisfy the requirements for

claiming Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECA). The directors of
ARG Biomass said: “In addition to the cost savings that we
can offer and the financial benefits from the RHI scheme, the
Graso boilers help our customers comply with environmental
concerns”.
One customer using a Graso boiler is Paul Macpherson who

has an amazing niche business growing eucalyptus plants to
feed the thirty or so koala bears in zoos across Europe – they
eat a surprising amount of young plants! He grows the plants
on his 30 acre farm in South Devon both in the open and also
a range of polytunnels and one agricultural building. The
eucalyptus plants require heat, and the 199kW boiler has it’s
own source of fuel, the eucalyptus waste. 


